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Action
Suppliers often change or add remit to addresses, as noted on their invoices. When this
occurs for an existing supplier, departments should coordinate with Suppliers@ouhsc.edu
to have the correct address added in PeopleSoft Financials.
For individual suppliers, a new Individual Supplier Request Form can be completed and
submitted to Suppliers@ouhsc.edu to process the update. Please ensure that at the top of
the form, the Existing Supplier box is checked and the Supplier ID number, beginning with
a 91, is listed.

For business entities, please DO NOT submit a new onboarding request. This will cause
confusion with the supplier as they are already registered in PeopleSoft Financials. Instead,
please forward the documentation, usually an invoice, with the updated remit to address, to
Suppliers@ouhsc.edu.
The Supplier team will work with the supplier to validate their address. The supplier’s tax
identification number will be required to make any updates. If this number is not provided,
the Supplier team will contact the supplier to confirm this information.
Often, it’s just a matter of confirming with the supplier that it is their new address however, a
new address could also indicate that the supplier has been bought by another company or
changed how they do business. In these instances, a new supplier ID number may need to
be established and the previous ID inactivated. It is for this reason that address additions
could take more than a few days to update, depending upon the response from the supplier.
Please note that employee suppliers (beginning with 90 or 92 IDs) needing an address
update must change their information through PeopleSoft HR. Updates in that system will
feed overnight into the Financial System but cannot be manually changed in the Financial
System.
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